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OVERVIEW
Crypto charts ablaze, gains soaring to the moon – 2024 is in with a bang!
As the crypto winter gives way to the sizzling year, it's time to dive
into the sea of investments. And guess who's making waves?
Pesky Politicians ($PSKY)– the satirical memecoin that's not just
about the hype; it's about turning up the heat!

Remember 2022's crypto winter? Memecoins weren't hibernating;
they were thriving! By mid-November, the top 5 memecoins flauntedthey were thriving! By mid-November, the top 5 memecoins flaunted
a combined market cap of nearly $28 billion. Talk about meme-inspired
investments heating up the scene!

Also, Morgan Stanley just threw some hot sauce on the crypto
community's excitement. The tough times for crypto might be a thing of
the past, and that's got everyone buzzing. The spotlight is now on $PSKY,
as investors hunt for the next big crypto gem.

$PSKY takes memecoins to the next level. No more mere hype$PSKY takes memecoins to the next level. No more mere hype
– it brings intrinsic value and practical use to the party.
With tokenomics promising stability and rewards, $PSKY isn't just a project;
it's a community-driven carnival where your opinions shape the future.
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Introduction: Welcome to
the Memecoin Extravaganza!
Move over, traditional investments – meme coins are
stealing the show! Shiba Inu's jaw-dropping 25,000,000%
surge is like the grand finale fireworks, showcasing the insane
profitability of these internet culture-inspired currencies.

Now, get ready for the ultimate revolution – Pesky Politicians ($PSKY),
the disruptor of politics, one meme at a time! Buckle up for a
rollercoaster ride through the unpredictable world of politics with $PSKY.rollercoaster ride through the unpredictable world of politics with $PSKY.
It's not just a meme coin; it's a wild chaos machine, ready to shake up
the crypto scene!

Discover how $PSKY takes a hilarious jab at politics and politicians,
making it relatable to all of us. Join the laughter, ride the chaos,
and earn some serious fun-money along the way. This isn't just
an investment; it's a meme party where satire meets blockchain,
and laughter meets profits!and laughter meets profits!

THIS IS WHERE

YOUR TAX DOLLARS
GO!
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Unleash the Magic of $PSKY
- Where Fun Meets Fortune!
Embark on a journey with $PSKY, and you're not just investing; you're step-
ping into a realm of joy, laughter, and profits! Our unique utility
transforms your investment into more than just memes – it's a gateway to
potential financial gains, exclusive NFT drops, and unprecedented opportu-
nities.

Community Extravaganza
Join the vibrant $PSKY community, where excitement is the main event! Join the vibrant $PSKY community, where excitement is the main event! 
Dive into meme contests, be the decision-maker by voting on the next sa-
tirical masterpiece, and witness your investment flourish alongside our
dynamic community that never sleeps. This is more than an investment;
it's a lively carnival of shared experiences and growth.

Artistic Marvels Unleashed
Prepare to be dazzled by artistic brilliance that not only delights the senses Prepare to be dazzled by artistic brilliance that not only delights the senses 
but also translates into financial gains! We're teaming up with top-tier art-
ists to craft NFT collections and limited editions that are destined to sky-
rocket in value. $PSKY isn't just an investment; it's an electrifying art gallery 
of chaos, where every piece tells a tale of the unpredictable and the
extraordinary!
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$PSKY DAO: Where Chaos Meets
Impactful Journalism Adventure!
Welcome to the wild world of $PSKY and its lively DAO
– your ticket to real-world impact with a sprinkle of chaos!

Community Fiesta for Decision-Making:
Join the party at $PSKY DAO! Here, you're not just a member;
you're the life of the party. Propose wild ideas, throw in your votes
for crucial decisions, and together, let's create the spectacular chaos
that makes $PSKY what it is.that makes $PSKY what it is.

Funding Investigative Journalism Thrills:
Beyond the memes (which we love!), $PSKY is on a mission.
A part of what we earn goes straight into a fund for
investigative journalism. Uncover the truth with us because, hey,
we believe in using our chaos for a cause – bringing transparency
to the stage, one meme at a time!
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$PSKY: Riding the Solana Rocket
to Meme Domination!
$PSKY is proudly riding the Solana wave. Why Solana, you ask?
Lightning-fast transactions, my friend! And the Solana ecosystem?
Oh, it's like the backstage VIP pass for our chaotic political memes.

Now, let's talk about that recent Solana rally. As Solana and its
memecoin value shoots up, so does the visibility of Pesky Politicians.
We're not just politicians; we're the rockstars of the meme world,
and Solana's our stage. The vibrant Solana community is our audience,and Solana's our stage. The vibrant Solana community is our audience,
and we're here to expand our influence and spread the meme love
far and wide.
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$PSKY Utilities
While $PSKY may be a meme token at heart, its potential utilities
are anything but ordinary. Here are some fun and meme-tastic ways
to use $PSKY tokens

Vote for the Next Meme Extravaganza:
Let the community decide!
Hold voting sessions where $PSKY token holders get to choose
the theme or content for the next meme campaign.the theme or content for the next meme campaign.
Your tokens, your voice in the chaotic world of Pesky Politicians.

VIP Access to Meme Events:
Get ready for the meme parties
of the century! Hold exclusive events, virtual gatherings, or even in-person
meme-themed shindigs where $PSKY token holders score VIP access.
Imagine rubbing shoulders with the wackiest politicians in the memeverse!
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$PSKY Utilities (cont’d)
Pesky Politicians NFT Collabs:
Turn your $PSKY tokens into meme masterpieces!
Collaborate with talented artists to create NFTs featuring Pesky Politicians,
and use your tokens to snag these limited-edition, meme-tastic collectibles.

Meme Merchandise Discounts:
Deck yourself out in Pesky Politicians gear! Holders of $PSKY tokens
enjoy special discounts on meme-themed merchandise, from hilariousenjoy special discounts on meme-themed merchandise, from hilarious
T-shirts to funky political bobbleheads.

Donations to Meme Causes:
Spread the meme love beyond the community! Allocate a portion
of $PSKY tokens for donations to meme-centric charities or causes,
ensuring that memes make a positive impact in the world. OUR UTILITIES ARE YUGE,

LIKE REALLY YUUUUGE.
I’D GIVE THEM AN A+
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TOKENOMICS
Total Supply: 100,000,000
Distribution:

Liquidity Pool (80%):
The majority of tokens, a whopping 80%, are allocated
to the liquidity pool. This ensures immediate liquidity and
fair distribution of $PSKY tokens, creating a robust foundation
for trading and community engagement.for trading and community engagement.

Community Incentives (3%):
A 3% share is dedicated to community incentives. This portion
serves as a reward system for the vibrant $PSKY community,
encouraging active participation, engagement, and contributions.

Development and Marketing (5%):
A strategic 5% is earmarked for ongoing development,
marketing endeavors, and community engagement initiatives.marketing endeavors, and community engagement initiatives.
This fund ensures that $PSKY remains dynamic, evolves with
the meme landscape, and attracts new members.
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TOKENOMICS (cont’d)
Team (Locked, 10%):
A thoughtful 10% is reserved for the core team, with a
locking mechanism in place. This allocation aligns with the
project's long-term vision, subject to vesting periods that ensure
the team's commitment to the sustained success of $PSKY.

Investigative Journalism Fund (2%):
Setting itself apart, 2% is dedicated to an investigativeSetting itself apart, 2% is dedicated to an investigative
journalism fund. This unique allocation reflects $PSKY's
commitment to real-world impact, using a portion of the funds
to uncover truths and bring transparency to the forefront.
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TOKENOMICS (cont’d)
In essence, the $PSKY tokenomics strike a balance between
immediate liquidity, community incentives,
sustained development, team commitment, and a touch
of real-world impact through the investigative journalism fund.
This well-thought-out distribution is designed to create a
thriving and purpose-driven ecosystem for Pesky Politicians
and their meme revolution.and their meme revolution.

Embrace the FOMO - No Promises, Just Never-Ending Laughter!
In the grand spirit of transparency and FOMO, we proudly declare:
• $PSKY is not merely entertainment; it's a door to a
potentially lucrative investment.

• No promises here—just buckle up for an exhilarating
journey to financial freedom.

• We're not committed to promises; we're committed• We're not committed to promises; we're committed
to keeping the memes rolling and your pockets full!

I LOOK VERY MUCH FORWARD TO
SHOWING MY $PSKY TOKENS

BECAUSE THEY
ARE YUUUUGE
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Don't Miss Out!
Join the $PSKY Revolution Now!
Get ready to FOMO in style. Pesky Politicians – where satire dances
with blockchain, and profits share the stage with laughter!

Disclaimer: Pesky Politicians is here for entertainment,
investment purposes, and real-world impact. It's not just a
medium of exchange; it's your ticket to the meme revolution!


